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Significance of the Study
Accelerating changes in communily life daring the past fifteen
years have had a decided effect on the development of community
services and irill no doubt provide an increasingly important influ¬
ence in the years ahead*^ This statement has great Import in vieir
of the tremendous increases in population^ industrial development,
and urbanization*
The problems and needs in the areas of health, industry, edu¬
cation, urban renewal, recreation, social welfare, etc. confronted
by every community are of such tremendous nature that no single
social work agency can deal with them. In 1909 social agencies in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Pittsburgh established community councils.
Previously agencies in this country had rendered direct services to
people as individuals without relating these to cummuxiity needs*
In the complex process of meeting human needs, it came to be widely
recognized that in order to render efficient social semrices, coordi¬
nation of agencies work was required.
Credit for the coordination idea in social work is given to the
Charity Organization Society Movement in London, established in the
ICampbell G.,,l&irphy, ^Community Welfare Councils," Social Work
Year Book, I960, p, 195.
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year I869. "In structure, the Charity Organization Society consisted
of direct conmittees aiul a central conmuni'^-Tide council.*^ Vhile
this organization originally ivas primarily concerned nith coordinat¬
ing duplication in girtng relief, it set the pattern for the begins
ning of a method of irork which is now referred to as community organ¬
ization.
With the establishaent of the first conntunity councils in this
country began the concentration on the idea of relating social ser¬
vices to conmunity needs rathw than rendering direct services to
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people as individuals. Although at that time coordination of pro¬
gram was a new concept in the field of social seirvlces, idilch had
previously been concerned with direct services such as child care,
the giving of financial assistance, and providing institutional care
for the mentally and physically handicapped.
As indicative of most social institutions, community councils
have gone throi^h various stages in development. In the beginning,
council workers were preoccupied with the problems of establishing
agencies and services. They used a central body for synchronizing
the planning and coordination of agencies programs. Councils did
not advocate the building up of a large membership body to support
IJoseph P. ihiderson, "The Besponse of Social Work to the
Present Chkllenge," Social Work Year Book, 19l48> P» 53.
Sffayne Mcyillen, Communi'iy Organization for Social Welfare
(Chicago, 19U5), P. 315.
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Its program, bat relied solely upon the opinions of agency represezt-
tatlTes in the planning of the services. *The criticism of this
of program planning is that it vas mechanical and consisted of
nl
only the rigid application of rules and regulations. In the endeavor
to improve the lype of services rendered, and irl-Ui the Increased de¬
mands on the part of individuals and groups to acquire more extensive
and diversified services, central planning bodies alone began to be
considered inadequate*
IVhile belief in the iiiqpartance of central coimunity councils as
coordinating bodies is stiU adhered to, a great maxy- efforts have
been made in the past tiro decades to utilize smaller coordinating
and planning units to decentralize the planning activities. These
smaller units scnaetime referred to as neighborhood or area councils
have been located in geographical areas of the dly, vlth {nrograms
geared to the particular needs of that geographical area. Among the
unique fuhciiohs of the area or neighborhood councils are the followings
(1) Coordination of health and welfare services at
the neighborhood level) (2) helping people to become
articulate about their needs and enlisting their partici¬
pation in meeting the needs; (3) functioning as a medium
of interchange of ideas for razdc-and-file professionals;
(b) serving as a medium tor joint planning and action by
agencies and civic groups; axui (5) providing a means for
getting the neighborhood view of problems to those at 'Uie
city-wide level.2
^ay Johns and David DeMarche, Community Organization and Agency
Responsibility (New ToA, 195l)i p»
^Ibid., p. 109.
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The adoption of this new structore hj nomeroas councils has resulted
in the irendering of aore efficient services to community groups*
The Philadelphia District of the Health and Welfare Council, Inc.
is a coutralised coordinating and planning bod7, ehich has six de«
centralized area offices* Under these area offices, area planning
designed to meet the needs of the specific area takes place*
A eoiimuziity welfare council maj be defined as a fedoration or
association of health and welfare agencies; and often, also of civic
organizations and individuals, in a local community* It is concerned
with the coordination of efforts and joint planning and action, to
the end that the social welfare needs of the community nay be me-t# as
adequately azui effec^vely as possible*^
Dunham asserts that even though it is difficult to select main
patterns of activity of oonmninlly welfare councils, the best clues
to the Tuiderstanding of the council and its activities may be found
in two thingst its basic functions and kind of organizational units
throu^ which it works* He points out that coomiunity welfare councils
perform seven fairly definite and well-miarked functions* They are as
foUowst
(1) The council engages in fact-finding, including
collection and compilation of data and special studies.
(2) The council serves as a community clearing house
for social welfare expeidence and thizdcing - a center for
conference, joint planning and action, coordination, and
program; development*
lArthur Dunham, Comnunity Welfare Organizatlon(Hew Xork, 1958),
p« 12U*
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(3) The council administers common services. The social
servlcej„ information and referral service^ and volunteer bureau
are examples of such service*
(li) The council inrovides consultation and assistance to
Individual agencies and organizations*
(3) Councils may participate in joint budgeting, throng
the community chests, and they irork in close cooperal^on nith
financial federations and local government appropriating bodies.
(6) The council promotes public understanding of social
welfare needs, objectives^ services and standards*
(7) The council may promote or develop local community
organization in urban districts and neig^orhoods and in
suburban units and develop relationships between local geo¬
graphical units and the community irelfare council*^
Even thou^ there is no uniform agreement as to what actually
constitutes a health and ivelfare council, there is general agreement
that the function of such a structure is jn the area of social plan¬
ning and the development of citizen participation around this plaxv-
ning. This kind of planning is an effort to find resources to deal
mith the needs and objectives of a community*
Murriy Ross defines community organization as ’ a process by
which a community identified its needs or objectives, orders (or ranks)
these needs or objectives, finds the resources (internal and/or exte]>-
nal) to deal with these needs or objectives, takes action in respect
to them, and in doing so extends and develops cooperation and coUabo-
2
ratlve attitudes and practices in the communi^. ’ Ross' definition
llbld,
ZMurray G. Ross, Community Organization Theory and Principles
(New York, 1955), p. ^
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clearly illustrates the dose relationship betiieen the iroik of health
and welfare councils and the community organization method*
The rising need for social planning idiidi utilize the community
organization method is stressed in Thelma Shaw's presidential address
at the Na1d.onal Conference of Social Welfare in 1961* She maintains
that in spite of a so->called "affluent” society the problems that are
facing us today in the area of social welfare are steadily mounting.
Such problems as massive emplognaent, aid to d^ndent children, weak¬
nesses in our social security programs, and many others are still on
the rise in this country.^
Furthermore, the remedy for these grave problems is not found
solely in programs of Income maintenance, basic as they are, but
rather that skilled constructive and preventive services along with
adequate material assistance must be provided in order to rehabili¬
tate individuals, strmigthen families, and guide them to self support.
She goes on to say that maiy of our present national dilemmas are due
to a lack of planning, either at the inception of programs or during
their progress. Finally, she asserts that the breakdcmn of cmmnuni-
cation, the mix-up in relationships, and the bad habit of waiting
until dire emergency faces us to take long overdue action - the vdxole
process of getting things done togeldier with wide citizen partid-
9
pation in the doing - all are part and parcel of community organization.




With the mounting social problems that are facing urban (immuni¬
ties today, there is a definite need to focus attention on the degree
to mhich health and melfare councils are dereloping programs to (ijpe
irlth these pxcblems* It is evident that over the years, councils have
been moving in the direction of more decentralized planning and the
dervelopment of citizmi participation around such planning*
Ihile on block field irork placement at the West Area Philadelphia
Bistriet, Health and Welfare Council, the mriter became interested in
the fhnetlons of the council* The mriter felt that it vras important
to examine the historical trends la the development and functioning
of the Philadelphia District Health and Welfare Council*
Purpose of Stu<jy
The purpose of this study vas to examine the historical trends
of the Philadelphia District,, Health and Welfare Council, In examining
these trends an attempt was made to point out the type and kinds of
pxroblems dealt mith as well as those npt dealt with* This study also
attempted to determine the extent to which the Philadelphia District's
program, over the years, had moved in the direcid.oa of coordination
of services and/or development of citizen participation in planning
for meeting social welfare neede of the community.
Ifethod
The procedure for obtaining data for this stiu!^ was to read
various records, annual reports, and other pertinent literature, plus
interviewing* In regards to the interviewing procedure, the writer
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intervieired the District Direci^or and other top officials of the
Philadelphia District, basically to ascertain information concerning
in'ogram emphasis and the broader aspects of planning. Interviews
vith the area directors atten^ted to ascertain information concerning
citizen participation on the area and nei^borhood level. These inter¬
views also atteiDpted to point out the current jarogram en^hasis as it
reflected trends in the overall development of tdie <K>uncil.
Scope and Limitations
This study was limited to the trends in the historical develop¬
ment and functioning of the Philadelphia District Health and Welfare
Council. Hiterviews were made with the directors of the various area
offices and with executive staff in the Philadelphia District. This
excluded specialist consultants, city-wide lay committees, research
staff and board members, all of whom play a significant role in the
function of the council, it also excluded study of centralized
functions, such as Information azxl Referral, Council on Volunteers, etc.
Another limitation was the fact that no atteBq>t was made to
thcrou^ily analyze all of the present funeidons of the coundli but
rather, only the present functions idiich indicated the developing
trends in regard to planning aid citizen participation. The inter¬
views were limited by the ability of s(»ie individuals to generalize
on certain matters, because of the fact that some of the directors
were relatively new in their particular areas.
Finally, the fact that the writer was a student, inexperienced
in the research process and particularly in the art of interviewing
was ano'Uier limitation to this study.
CHAPTER H
EESTQEir OF PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT
Early Derelopaent
As the idea of coordinating bodies spread from Milmaukee and
Pittsburgh, it iras inevitable that such an idea would take roots
in Philadelphia. A contributing factor to the spreading of this
idea came from the Conmonlty Chest Movement in the 1920's. "When
you raise money in a combined effort, yo^ have to assure the con¬
tributors that the money will be used intelligently.”^ It was only
logical then to bring in eitisoEis, leaders and representatives of
civic, business, labor, and professional groups to help appraise the
total picture.
^y the 19li0*s the growth of tax-supported and voluntary direct
s^vice agencies highlighted Idle need for the kind of coordination
and planning that would reflect the broad outlook of these repre¬
sentative cltisens.^ To achieve this end the various Councils of
Social Agencies were forced to change their structures to a certain
extent, and ev^ change their names in many instances. Although
still maintaining a close working relationship with the Community
Chest, Councils in the 19lt0's for the most part began to separate
from the Ccanmunity Chest or (as it is now more often called) United
3-Elisabeth Ogg, Good Neighbors - The Rise of Connu^ty Welfare




Fuzid. Usmy Councils of Social Agencies also changed their names to
Health and Welfare (^mncils or Federations^ United Community Sesrvices,
or the like.
In December, lSk3 one of the regular ne^ly staff meetings of
the Philadelphia Council of Social Agencies special attention i?as
given to inter<-diYlslon irork. One of the problems considered nas the
question of Juvenile Delinquency. A member of the staff vas asked to
prepare a paper which had the title ”Let us Reconsider Juvenile Delin>
quency." lAxdi of the material in the paper was an outgrowth of dis¬
cussions by staff and incorporated their points of view.^
The paper proposed to (1) select certain areas for special at¬
tention because they present serious problmns which have as one of
their syoqotoms an increase in Juvenile arrests, and (2) plan projects
in these areas idiich shall be based on the special needs and conditions
of the area axid rooted in nei^orhood participation. In Idle process
of carrying out this project idiich was called "Combined Operations"
it was hoped that all social, health, and educational agencies, as well
as rellgloua lead^s, trade union leaders and probation and police
officials working in the area would Join forces*^
The "Combined Operatioias" was officially laundied by 'Uie Phila¬
delphia Council of Social Agencies in the East Columbia Area on March 1,
IPiles of the Philadelphia Council of Social Agoioies, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, December 8, 19243*
^Ibid.
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Prior to that date the Central Committee on Combined Oper¬
ations had chosen this area for first attention and gathered infor¬
mation concerning resources in the coramunilyy location of schools
and churches and certain other pertinent statistics. With this as
a goide^ the field worker's first step was to become acquainted with
some of the leaders of the community. Calls on the agencies brought
names of other professional and lay persons who would be interested
in the plan for combined opa:‘ations. Personal chats with these indi¬
viduals centered around the following questions: (1) What do you
thiidc of this idea of C<»tbined Operations? ( 2) What are the outstanding
needs of this community? (3) Who are some of the likely leaders?
(U) Would you be willing to serve on the initial local advisory com¬
mittee or other special committees to be orgasalzed later?^
Follow-up notes expressing appreciation for the interview,
acc(mQ>anied by a one-page description of Combined Operations were
sent to each person visited. Along with these personal contacts the
field worker was able to become acquainted with the physical Isgr-out
of the area, the general placement of various racial and religious
groups, and the location of social and civic resources. This addltloiv-
al informlition was Incorporated in a booklet whidi served as background
material for the local committees and provided the basis for a future
Report of Combined Operations, Council of Social Agencies, Phila¬
delphia, Pennsylvania, Jtine 15, 19lU( (unpublished*)
^Ibid
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more comprehensive list of facts and figures about the East Columbia
Area.
The establishment of the East Columbia Area in l^lUt as an area
of special attention marked the beginning of the idea of neighborhood
or area councils in Philadelphia. The idea gained fast acceptance
and support from the Council of Social Agencies^ thus enabling -Uiem
to consider the possibility of establishing other areas of special
attention*
After evaluating the program in the East Colunbia Are&, the Cen*
tral Committes on Combined Operations felt that the progress made in
1±ds area varranted the establishment of another 8U(^ area. Thus, in
19li5 the West Parkside Area vas established as a second area for Com¬
bined Operations. This vas another area idiere the Juvenile arrests
vi^e on the increase* As in the East Columbia Area, the committee
attempted to Join forces vith the health and educational agencies,
as veUL as religious leaders, trade union leaders and probation and
police officials*
As early as October, 19k$ a sub-committee was appointed by the
Central Committee to review experience to-date and to plan for the
future. The results had been more favorable than foreseen, especially
since:
1* The two areas had been deliberately chosen because
they appeared to be the most difficult in the city*
2. There were no blue prints*
3. Th^ were far apart so influence t£ work in one
did not "spill over" into the otber*^
3£eport of Area Planning Philadelphia District Health and Welfare
Council, Inc., April, 19l(8 (vinpublished)*
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"Combined (derations" nas facing a crisis in its responsibility
to do more concentrated work in West Paikside and still keep Colombia
area going at faU capacity. So another area worker, with secretarial
assistance, was recommended. Additional staff was made available by
a grant of the Communil^ Chest to the Council of Social Agencies,
beginning June 1, 1?U6.
Thought was given also to the size of the areas tiiat the Council
mij^t eventually hope to cover with the area offices on a city-wide
basis. It was felt that they should be chosen in relation to areas
used by other city-wide agencies with a stake in plaxming. Health
Service Units, Public School Districts or City Planning Commission
study areas, were coxisidered as possibilities. There was some thinking
that adjustments to a larger area plan could be made by extending the
boundaries of Columbia and West Parkside.^
In January, 19^7* after the possibility of a Foundation grant was
known, the Central Committee on Combined (^orations was asked to take
a vote on the following questiom If the Council of Social Agencies
is to use extra money for planning on the neighborhood level, should
it be used for a IMrd area of "Combined Operations," or for a consul¬
tant on community organization to neighborhoods? At that particular
time there was only one committee of the Council of Social Agencies
that was concerned with welfare planning at the neii^orhood level*
^id.
lit
That was the 6entl?al Conmittee on Combined Operations.^ The Council
naturally* turned to this Central Committee to make the recommendation
concerning the expansion of community organisation work at the neighbor
hood level.
On January 23» 19kl when members of the Central Committee were
asked to vote on these two feroposals, the vote was a tie} it was then
agreed that a statement} offering "pros and cons* for each pattern}
should be sent to each committee member} and a mall vote taken. Follow¬
ing the suggestion by the Council} a statement offering the "pros and
cons" was drawn up and presented to eadx member ncncemed. At a meet¬
ing of the Committee on February 27} 19U7} it was announced that the
final vote on the two proposals was 16 to 11 in favor of proposal 1}
which was a third area for Combined Operations.^
the hope that funds could be obtained from some source to
expand the Combined Operations to a third area in Philadelphia} the
Central Comnittee on Combined Operations was asked to consider ex¬
pansion from two different approaches: (1) Provision of a consultant
service to tarleus neighborhood giroups and cliy-wide agencies with
neigiiborhood projects in any part of the city as it might be requested}
(2) a third area within"Combined Operations”in a locality different
from the two in whidi they were now workli^ which would serve a new
coBBtunily and provide still further experioice in demonstrating the
new tedhniqnes&df community work.
iGerald F. Flood, Memorandum to^wbers of the Central Committee
on Combined Operations, January 31»
ZMinutes of the Central Committee on Combined Operations. Feb-
ruary 27} 19Ut* ————-
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Th« Central Connittee on Combined Oporatlbne aftftr getting
suggestions from many sources as to the location of a new area and
using a sub-committee to point out the relative advantages of spch
an approach, voted by n&il in favor of a third area*^ Until it had
branch offices the Council believed that it mould not succeed in
bringing its health and velfare planning into intimate contact with
the people most vitally affectedj namely communities and neighbor¬
hoods.
The idea vas to plan with epmnunity and nei^boxhood groups,
with local participation. The demonstrations that were going on in
the ColuDft>la Area, ^diich had a population of approximately 60,000
people and the West Parkside Area, with a population of approximately
100,000 people, were chosen because such participation was indicated.
The Columbia Area was chosen because it had the hipest unfavorable
rating for the indices used to indicate heal'^ and welfare conditions.
The West Parkside Area had a mixture of progressive el«nents and
deteriorating nei^borhoods capable of restoration and some depiressed
2 ■areas*.*
The Philadelphia Council of Social Agoicies originally consisted
entirely bf moi^r agencies of the Welfare Federation* Over the years
it became apparent to leaders of the Council and the Welfare Feder¬
ation— that to be ^ly effective, planning efforts must include
tax supported as well as volilaitAry agencies. Gradually the Phila¬
delphia Council became a separate agency, and added to its membership
Uteport on a Third Area in Combined Operations, Council of Social
Agencies, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, April 29, 19li7«
2lbid.
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rolls public agencies plus private agencies irtiich did not talca part
in federated financing.
Side b7 side with this idea of "total conmunity planning" another
concept vas emerging. On tbs premise that Delaware, Montgonexy and
Philadelphia counties shared a variety of common interests and the
inescapable fact that major health and welfare programs were not
limited to any one county, leaders from the three areas dif<^8ed
plans to combine forces.^ On September 1, 19U7» * single unit con¬
cerned with health and welfare planning in the three county area came
into being. It was called Ihe Health and Welfare Council.
Program for Local Planning
In an effort to place the Health and Welfare Council in line with
other current trends idiich enqphasized the local community and parti¬
cipation by persons living or working there, the Council began to
2
Initiate a program of local planning. This program was seen as the
most productive basis for health axid welfare planning. This program
was to lurovide a better service for a city of two million people in
bringing about and maintaining a better balance between the needs
of the people and the health and welfare services organized to meet
these needs.
The general objectives of the Stealth and Welfare Council were
likewise applicable to local planning. They wexw concerned witht
iBoa^ Helpers Manu^, Health and Welfare Council, Philadelphias
Health and Welfare Council, Inc., September, 19bi, pp. 1-2.
2Statement on Program for Incal Plaming. Philadelphia* Health
and Weli^are douncil, Ihc., beeem^ber 6, 19U7*
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1* The incidence and ext^t of needs in the field of
health, welfare, and recreation.
2. The relating of comannity resources to these needs.
3* The development of citizen concera for and partici¬
pation in natters affecting social needs and resources.^
The objectives vrent b^ond concern with disease, dependency and delin¬
quency. The goal iras a satisfying level of social living. The goals
included prevention as vrell as the relief of unfavorable conditions.
They looked to the environment of the commanity.
The Council as it vas then structured nas more than a Council of
Social Agencies. Its membership included oz^anizations mhich mere not
"social agencies” in the usual sense of the term though they had inter¬
ests in the field of health and melfare. It also included members-at-
large mho (!id not represent agencies as such. Nevertheless, agency
participaticm mas a dominant note in the Council and to a very large
degree the purposes of the Council mere achieved throu^ the instru¬
mentality of agencies.^ Membership also included organizaid.ons re¬
ferred to as "allied groups” mhich had a concern for the health and
melfare of the ei1y, but did not carry on direct service programs.
The total agency membership of the Philadelphia District at this time
included 188 agencies. Each of these organizations appointed tmo dele¬
gates to the Council} cme mas the Executive Director of the agenoy and
llbid.
?Area Plamiing, Philadelphiat Health and Welfare Council, Inc.,
October 3> l9U7*
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the other ft board msmb&e»^
The CoTuicil took the county fts a primary tinit for organization
of its activities at the local level. For exan^le^ there was a
District Committee, charged irith responsibilily for heal-Ui and welfare
planning in the entire PMladelphia County. In many particulars the
Philadelphia County District Committee was concerned with issues affect¬
ing the area as a whole. It seaaed apparent, however, that healldi and
welfare planning could not be undertaken for a population of two million
people in the area throu^ a single program manating from a single
location in downtown Philadelphia. The Philadelphia County Conaittee,
therefore, began to study how its services could best be decentralized.
There were, of course, certain agencies and notably the Settlement
Houses, concerned with neighborhood conditions. The Council itself
had a valuable and interesting e:xperimeQt in the direction of plan¬
ning on a relatively small neighborhood basis through the establishment
of two district offices under C<n^ined pperaticms. There were also
a large number of neighborhood or coDinunity councils, for the most
part closely affiliated with the public school system and linked to¬
gether in a Federation of Community Councils.^ It is to be noted,
however, that elthough there should imdoubtedly be a close connection
between these nei^orhood comcils and the Health and W@lfare Council^
^Statement on Program for Local Planning, op. cit.
2
Area Planning, op. cit.
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the methods and purposes of the tno mere not identical and hj reason
of practical administratirs limitations the Health and Welfare Council
coTjld not very mell function through a multiplicity of small neighbor¬
hood organizationsjc even if that mere thought desirable» It semedj
thereforoj that if any decentralization of the program of the Phila¬
delphia County District Committee mas possible^ it mould have to be
achieved through a relatively small number of area Councils*
Establishment of Area Offices
From 19U7 on, under the nemly organized Health and Welfare Council,
the phrase *Area Planning* increasingly toolc the place of "Coi^ined
Operations*” The C<^mittee on Coabined Operations became the Cen1a>£Q.
Committee on Area Planning* In September, 191(8, the Poplar Section
mas established, bounded by Broad Street, Delamare RiVer, Market Street
to Girard Avenue. This area is nom incorpcxrated in idiat is knornn as
the North Central Area, bounded by Schuylkill Biver on the West, Chest¬
nut Street on the South, Delamare River on the East, and Leghigh Avenue
on the North* In November, 191(8 the Southern Area mas open from Lombard
Street on the North betmeen Ihe Delamare and SclylkiU Rivers to the
South* In the fall of 19lfi also, a morking relationship mas established
mith Germantonn Community Council where it ultimately became the North-
mest area office, althou^ independent of program and finance. In 1950
mork began in the Northeast area under the Ccmnounity Chest* This area
is presently staffed by the Health and Welfare Council and is known as
the Northeast Area Office* Finally, in the program year 1955-1956
the last of the area offices mas established. Northern Area*
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With the concept of "Area Planning" emerging as an iBQjortant
factor in the program of the Health and Welfare Council, the Council
continued to add to its memibership as irell* Constant evaluation of
Council's program -was being made in light of its objectives* In
a committee was farmed -bo evaluate the extent to iddch -the area councils
were meeting the needs and objectives of the overall program* As a re-
stlt of this committee's report it -was decided that the concept of area
councils was wholesome and -that it should be eon-timed and even s-brength-
ened.
In support of -the concept of area or neighborhood councils it was
pointed out by the committee that this kind of plaming approach was,
first of all, a democratic approach* It depended largely on local
interest and initiative; it encoo^assed a representative cross-section
of -the people — the little people as well as the big people; it is
built from the ground up rather than superimposing plans from the top
down* It had in it -what ml^ be called a "humanizing influence" in
health and welfare plannii^* The Committee also stated -Uiat "planning
should always be able to see the boy or the girl, the man or wnman for
1
iriiom the service is intended*" Area planning, it was felt, got a
little nearer to -bhe people — a little nearer, perhaps, to the -well-
sju'ings of human uxiderstanding and synpathy -iddch should -Titalize
health and welfare services* It was tmderstandable that area planning
would become more meaningful if it were associated with a local committee.
^Minutes of the Committee on Area Operations, January 30, 19^1*
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a local office and a local staff. Both the people and the agencies
needed to see and feel an establishment mhich was "theirs.* A loca¬
tion on the ground nould provide visible evidence of planning in
action at the local levels keyed into planning on a eitywiride basis.
In a report from the committee in June, 19$2, it i?as concluded
that area work was moving forward in accordance with plans that had
been formerly defined. It was also clear that the members of the
several Area Cksomittees had been approaching the enlarged program
with enthusiasm. Such zeal had been tempered by the need for reality
in contiiming services in existing sections throu^ tdiich nei^orhood
confidence was carried into work in the enlarged area.^
Area Committees wees also showing a practical awareness for di¬
rection of their major activities into the field of health, welfare,
and recreational plajining. They were utilising skills of groups like
the citizens* Council on Ciiy Planning, the schools, both public and
parochial, and the Chambers of Commerce by proper direction to such
resources. It was the belief of the Committee on Area Operations that
continuation of area work should bring a growing public awareness and
support for the value of this practical approach to decentralisation
2
in health and welfare planning.
The progress of area work from 1952 onward denoiustrated that the
approach that was being used was a realistic one in achieving the goaXs
Report of the Committee on Area Operations, Philadelphia: Phila¬
delphia District Health and Welfare Council, Inc., June, 1952.
2lbid.
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of coordination of services and development of grass-roots leadership
and lay participation. The response to the opportunity provided by
area eork for purposeful citizen participation in the planning of health,
nelfare and recreation services resulted in expanded civic conscious¬
ness. Taxpayers, volunteer contributors and individuals welcomed the
opportunity that area work offered to share with agencies in decisions
affecting services vital to life in their neighborhoods.
It was obvious that the Council itself could not staff the many
neighborhood councils in the dty, reported to be over sixty in number
in 1955*^ However, the Philadelphia District felt that it would not
be living up to its responsibilities for health and welfare planning
and coordination on a city-wide basis, without the basic staff services
required for each area.
Two approaches were suggested to the Council. Both required addi¬
tional staff in ord^ that the Areas be equipped to stimulate existing
groups to undertake responsibilities for their neighborhood councils
and to relate these groups to the Area's planning and coordination
program. The two approaches werer
1* Betaining the present areas and strengthening the staff
services for three areas which had requested additional pro¬
fessional and secretadal workers.
2. Recognizing the principle of further subdivision of
the clly with a professional and secretarial worker in each
of the Areas of Sections resulting.^
ICkmunittee on Area Operations Report to the Philadelphia District
Healldi and Welfare Council, Inc., December, 1955*
^Ibid.
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As a coroUaxy, the Council sair the long range value in strengthei>*
ing local agencies having the skill in cooDronity organisation through
ivhich they mmlcl be equipped to give staff service to neighborhood
councils*
The Council has attempted to strengthen its staff in certain areas
in order to deal vith specific problems of those areas. In August, 1939i
there was a second worker added to the staff in West Area. This worker
was subsidised by the University of Pennsylvania to concentrate on prob->
lems in that section of West Philadelphia known as University City.
In September, i960 a worker was aaplqyed by Haverford Center, a Settle¬
ment House in West Philadelphia to deal with the special problems of
the Mantua Area. Though hired by the Settlement House, this worker is
supervised by West Area. In September, 1961 another community worker
was added to Ihe staff in West Area to work with the Spruce Hill Com¬
munity Association. This worker, a doctorial student from the Univer¬
sity of Pennsylvania School of Social Work, is also supervised ty West
Area staff. In September, 1962, an additional community worker was
added to the North Central Area to work specifically in the Spring
Garden Section of that area.
Change in Structure
As any al«7t progressive body, the Council has revised its struc¬
ture and methods at times to fit changing needs. In 1959, a major
"streamlining” change took place. Following careful study a special
committee set forth reccannendations designed to make the Council an
even more effective instrument for health and welfare planning. As
a result of the recommendations, increased speed in attacking community
2li
problems iras noir possible*
The special committee felt that even though the Council had done
a good Job in tbe area of health and welfare planning, an even better
Job could be done in the future. The Committee went on to indicate
that it was the Council's responsibility to lead and by the excellence
of its performance on behalf of the total (x>Bimmity to lift the stan¬
dards of all services and to create an ever increasing balance between
needs and resources.^
The special Committee further stated that the purpose of the Council
was to create an atmosphere of change as much as to make actual plans.
It was felt that the Committee's social and health planning should be
a continuing process as distinguished from a "firefi^ting* operation
or one limited to special short-term projects. It must be a democratic
process which distills out the best thinking of lay and professional
leaders and relates that thinking to purposeful action* Because ihe
Ccrnsnittee believed a new structure would further these objectives,
certain recomm^datLons were made*
Establishment of Services Division
One of the most important recommendations that this special Com¬
mittee made was tbs recommendation that a services division be es¬
tablished. The Ccanmittee recommended that the Divisions on Aging,
lAeport of the Committee to Beview Coimcil Structure and Function




Children, Edacatlon-R@creatlon, Family and Health be succeeded by
a Service Division. It was farther recommended that:
!• The Services Division carry the foUowing functions which had
rested principally with the Divisions:
a. Establish standards to be recommended to agenciesj
b. Recommend designs for services;
c. Develop and recommend for adoption by the Board state¬
ments of position on issues and problems of concern to
the Council within the area of the Council's competence;
d. Provide agency study evaluation;
e. Facilitate inter-agency coordination;
f. Conduct region-wide forums and conference groups;
g. Advise with respect to legislation within the area of
the Council's competence;
h. Identify, describe and appraise problems needing
Council attention and action.
2. The Services Division create project committees for technical
advice on various proposals and projects.
3* The Sexviees Division convene conference groups for agency
coordination.
li. The Services Division develop advisory comaiittees as needed
and a resource panel.^
The Special C(»nmittee felt that the Divisions bad played a major
role in the wcurk of the Council, and the invaluable contributions
idilch they had made should be retained in any structure change. The
Committee believed that by better coordinating the many talents rpre¬




irlth major health and irelfare problems lihich so often Involved more
than one field of care and were trl-coun'ty in scope.
TwentT-five special committees or projects constitute the present
active program of the Services Division^ another four have been approved
but malt availability of staff time. Seventeen are problent-centered.
Nine of the seventeen are conmlttees vrorking on a particular problem
for a limited timet Day Care; Foster Home Care Educational Program;
dty-eide Group Service Agencies; Voluntaiy Assistance; Home Care;
Kesidentlal Facilities for Adolescents; and Educational Opportunities
in the Field of the Aging.^
A second group of four committees has been active for several
yearsj each year concentrating on some phase of the same largr problem.
These are int The Handicapped; Educatlon-Becreation for Older People;
Inteivagency Referrals; and Camping. A third group^ numbering four
await further exploration by Council staff before becoming active or
renewed. They are Jobs for Touth; Onploynent for Old^r People; Com-
mundty Resources in Rental Health; and Protective Services for the
Aging. The remainder of the twenly-five active committees, eight in
number, include three coordinating groups, three agency studies, an
2
educational group and the Sorvices Division Committee itself.
The recommended structure was one which permitted the Council to
operate more efficiently, attack community problems promptly, and




brought the Council the additional lay lead^ship necessary to solve
difficult social and health problons*
The Health and Welfare Council of Philadelphia shares the same
goals nith Councils elsewhere. It represents citizens. Social Welfare
Agencies, layaen, and social workers. It aims to find out what is
needed in health, welfare, and recreation, and idiat is being done about
it. The purpose is to locate and grade the existing services, elimi¬
nate duplication, coordinate what is available, recommend priorities,
and promote needed projects throu^ local organizations. Further it
attempts to bring public, private, and voluntary social agencies to¬
gether for planning social welfare services in the commuMty.
In short, the Council is a medium for the discovery of needs and
conditions in the commanity and for planning to meet these needs and
change the existing conditions. The Council itself does not atten^t
to offer direct social welfare sejrvices, which is the responsibility
of the brpmizations represented on it.^ In an unpublished staff dis¬
cussion paper, the Council noted its five major functions*
1. Coordinationt As the Council does not offer direct
service to the oommuiity and assumes no control over its
activities; it therefore, helps through coordination—"calling
agencies together to exdiange experiences, etc."
2. Common or central sexvicest The central service it
provides to the mmnber agencies include, "volunteer bureaus,
information and referral publications, collection of services
statistics, professional recruitmmit program and in mai^
councils, the Social Services exchange."
llnderjlt K. Jaipaul, "Helping a Community Further Qrass-Roots
Participation Towards Ccmmninlty Improvement" (Unpublished thesis,
School of Social Wozic, University of Pennsylvania, 1962).
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3* Jjaprovement of Standards and Qualll7 of Services It
sponsors "institutes, workshops, conference groups, demonstra-
ti'i^ projects, takes functional positions, and publishes stan¬
dards of service in a variety of fields, etc*”
Is* Creating better public understanding by bringing
public awareness of needs and services*
5* Community Plannings "Today this Is regarded as the
primary function of the Council." It engages "in continuous
process of identifying needs of people, needs of the conmunlty
and the adjustmentjof services to meet these needs*
The IMladelphla District Health and Welfare Council has made great
strides in its relatively short hlstofry* From Its begixming as the
old Council of Social Agencies to Its emergence as part of the present
trl-county complex of the Health and Welfare Council, Inc., the eiq>hasls
has be^ on the coordlxxatlon of services and the developm^t of citizen
participation*
In 19ii7j then the present Health and Welfare Council was established,
there w^e only 188 ag^cles affiliated with the Council* Todsy, there
are over 300 such agencies* These affiliations are both public and pri¬
vate, social work and non-social work in nature*
The concept of local area councils, with local committees, and
local citizen participation, and geared to the needs and problems of
the particular area, has e3q>anded over the last fifteen years* Area
Councils have Increased from tno in 19U7 to the present number of six*
The history of the Council further Indicates that it has constant¬
ly attm^ted to evaluate and change its structure and program in li^t
of current needs*
iHealth and Welfare Council, Inc* Professional Staff Ueeting
Paper, Philadelphiat October, 1961 (unpublished)*
CHAPTia III
problems and functions
Interviews were held with four District and tri-coun-iy officials,
namely the Director of the Health and Welfare Council, Inc., the
Direct<nr of the Philadelphia District, the Assistant Director of the
Philadelphia, and the Head of the Services Division, in an effort to
find out some of the major social problems in the Philadelphia area.
(See Interview guide in the appendix). In addition, the following
questions were pursued with the officialst What were the major social
problems in Philadelphia ten years ago; how these problems had changed
over the last ten years; the major functions of the Health and Welfare
Council in the Philadelphia District; how these functions had changed
over the last ten years; and changes in |n:ogram emphasis*
Major Social Problems
Two of the officials indicated that one of the most pressing
social jn'oblems was the overall shortage of resoxirces to meet the
needs of the people* Other overall basic social problems includedt
The tremexidous gap between idiat we know and what we do* In regard to
this particular laroblem, the official stated that even with the over¬
all shortage of resources, much more could be done in providing ade¬
quate health, welfare, and recreation services to the public if we as
social workers utilized the knowledge and skills that we possess to
the maximum. In this same connection the problem of the multiplicity
of agencies was mentioned. This official stated that in many instances
there are too many agencies attempting to offer a specific service which
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could be done more adequately if empbasls irere placed on llie quality
of serrlce rather than having the maiy agencies rendering service of
loir quality.
The entire econ(miio cooq[>lex mhich leads to many of the other social
problems vas noted as another overall basic problem. This official
maintained that many of tdie other related inroblems could be solved or
greatly minimized if the economic status of certain segments of ^e
population mere raised. This overall problem mas intensified by the
mass immigration of ocaltorally different and disadvantaged Negroes
and mrhites from the South. Other related major social problems listed
irere t Changes in the character of the population^ effects of urban
renemal, and the mhole question of horn to integrate into the coomunity
the Negro population and horn to attract bade to the city many families
that have moved to the suburbs. These mere noted as the overall basic
social problems in Philadelphia at present.
Other problems that mere of great importance and concern and maiy
of mhich mere caused or related to the overall major problems of men~
tal illness, youth employment, family stability, medical care, the
problems of the aged, and the overall need for more communily organi¬
zation generalists in smaller territories in the city.
The question mas asked about the major social problems ten years
ago as they coiiq)ared mith present social problems. In answer to this
question aU officials were of the opinion that the problems were
basically the same but not as acute then as they are at present.
In an attesqit to ascertain some of the most pressing social prob¬
lems in Philadelphia currently, the question mas asked, "if necessary
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staff irere available, vrhat two problems would the council attadc on
which it is not currently focusing its attention, or is doing so in
a minimal fashion.” In response to this question, two officials
stated youth employment; two indicated mental and emotional Illness;
one official stated that there is a great need for more "generaUst”
in Ihe whole field of eoaoamunlty organization for neighborhood improve"
ment and citizen participation. A community organization "generalist”
is deferred to h^e as a worker who is free to work with the community
on any problem or project that the community may choose. Other prob"
lems mentioned included: home placement for children, employment for
the aged, adoptions, and juvenile delinquency.
C. F. McNeil, Director of the tri-county Health and Welfare
Council, Inc. in a speech delivered at the Community Orientation Insti¬
tute pointed out that within the past decade approximately 60,000 un-
GkiUed persons, many not qiialified for jobs which do exist have
moved into the Philadelphia area*^ He went on to ssy that without
a doubt this increase in supportable age groups and the continuing
influx of poorly educated, \mskllled people require that some serious
and continuing attention be given to new educational and training
services as well as to the provision of decent and helpful welfare
services.
___
IC. F. McNeil, "Welfare Services to a Metropolis in Transition"
(Speech delivered at C<xmnunity Orientation Institute, University of
Pennsylvania, November 1, 1962).
2lbid,
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The major causes of the present problems and hoir the needs have
changed were also explored with the officials. All officials men¬
tioned that automation was a major factor in the need for presoit
social welfare services. Another Ijaqportant factor whidi was mentioned
by two of the officials was the continued high income and the trend
of many high income families to move to the suburbs. In explaining
this faet<xr both officials stated that the massive influx of cultursd-
ly different and "culturally disadvantaged* people^ especially from
the South had caused many of the "desirable" residents to flee to the
suburbs^ leaving the central part of the city a pocket for these people
with massive social and econcmde problems.
Another important factor that was outlined by three of the officials
was the change in the character of the population. One mentioned that
the growing population of the aged and the increase in school age (hil-
dren were important causative factors. Another official maintained
that the growth in the population of younger people who are the needy
group was an important factor. Other factors included: tmemplpyiaent,
migrationj cultural clashes^ and Ihe problem of sdiool drop-outs»
Functions
Councils for the most part are in a somevhat transitional stage
at present. They are broadening their objectives and focus to deal
with significant social problems. They are gradually changing their
membership so as to more adequately represent the total oommunily,
and not just social welfare agencies. They are vesting more of the
policy control in lay citizen boards. Th^ are attespting to alter
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their intenial stracture in order to deal^vlth ccsamonlty iielfare prob¬
lems more effectlTely. They are giving more status to the role of
researdi in oommunity plaining. They are turning more attention to
the larger tax supported programs^ as veil as continuing their tradi-
tionaL etqphasis on United Fund and Chest supported activities.
With the changing social problems and the thinking in i^e
field of community welfare planning, the District and iu'l-county
officials were asked questions in regard to the major functions of
the Philadelphia District Health and Welfare Council; how the functions
had changed over Ihe last ten years and idiat particular changes in
program emphasis could be cited. The officials were also asked about
the council's philosopl^ concerning ci^sen participation in socdal
planning and how it had changed over the last ten years, if at all.
In answer to the question regarding the major functions of the
Health and Welfare Council in the Philadelphia District, the following
responses were mades The Philadelphia District Board has the responsi¬
bility for the orderly coordination of health, welfare, and recreational
services in Philadelphia county; its function is to involve indigenous
local leadership around problems and motivate them to act in regard to
these problems; to find out what conditions are and what it is that
people in the community need in terms of good health, good family life,
recreation, subsistence, en^logrment opportunities, education, living
iHoward F. Gustafson, •’Community Welfare Councils," Social Work
Year Book, I960, pp. 19^196. ————
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conditions, self respect, and respect for others; to bring together
IndiTidual citizens, governmental and voluntaxy agencies, and othw
organizations to plan together for irays of im^oving the lives of
the people in tiie community; to help develop leadership at ali levels,
people capable of blodc area and aonmmnity-vride leadership; to help
train these leaders; to help find, place, and train volunteers at
the adult and hi^ school levels; to help direct people -nho wish to
know idlere to turn for help; to help coordinate Ihe efforts of health,
welfare and recreation agencies; to plan in regard to better use of
cunrent health and welfare resources and improvement of their quality
and to spread long-range, middle range and current necessities; and
finally, t» involve citizens in securing health, welfare and recre¬
ation services through the tax and voluntary dollars*
In response to the question regarding how the ftinctions bad
changed over the last ten years the following answers were given:
The District has changed from Idle division structure to assuming
responsibility for the entire district and county; more citizens in
the district have responsibility for planning and implementing social
welfare programs; it has dianged in focus; it has changed in the
acceptance of more and more persons In the eound.1 in programming
for urban renewal; the council has increased working together with
groups and agencies in one field or on one particular problem; it
has Increased planning in regard to the use of public mcmies in both
public and voluntary agencies; the council is more t&tally concerned
with health and welfare content than before.
3$
Changes in Program Emphasis
In wder for the council to keep abreast idth the rapidly chang¬
ing needs and to do an effectiye Job of planning in regard to these
needSj changes in program emphasis was a necessity. One of the major
problems facing oommunliy welfare councils today is the challen^ of
higher levels of community research and planning. If councils are
to help communities analyze major social problems and make plans in
regard to these problaas, it will often be confronted with social,
policy questions and decisions^ some of which m^ be aolfedelocally,
many of which will be solved nationally.^ Councils must look ahead
and help the community meet problems before they become acute. This
will require drastic shifts in attitudes by some, and will require
9
8000 changes in internal structure and program enqthasis.
!nxe officials of the tri-eouniy organization and the Philadelphia
District were asked about the chazxges in program mphasis over the
last tea years in li^t of dianglng needs and problems. One official
stated that one of the most important changes has been that more
eaq>ha8is is now being placed on research and the multi-agency ap¬
proach to the solution of major social problems. He farther stated
that the council now has more responsibllily for health, welfare,^
and recreation services content for the social planning Job. Another
^Howard F. Gustafson, "Baerging Concepts in Community Welfare
Planning, * Social Welfare Forum, 19^, p. 156.
^id.
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important change has been the emphasis on special projects to bring
together different agencies to eork in a coordinated effort on one
particular problem in one geographical area»
An exastple of this kind of bringing together of different agencies
and institutions is the teaming up of the Health and Welfare Council
irlth the University of Pennsylvania to vork on specifIc problems of
University City in West Philadelphia. This teaming iq;> mas done vith
the West Area of the Philadelphia District*
Anoldier official pointed out that an i]^)ortant change in program
emphasis has been the en^hasis on more eoa^rehensive programs shch
as planning for the Eastvick area; redevelopm^t in South Philadelphia;
probing city officials in regard to the d£y care needs of Philadelphia;
and the stuc^ of public assistance in Philadelphia. Fiiiially, (me
official indicated that the program emphasis is focused much more on
planning nor rather ^an coordination*
Citizen Participation
Equally as important as idiat is planned^ is who does the planning.
If planning is to be effective and adequately meet the needs of the
community^ the people for rhom the services are planned should be
actively involved in the planning process. It is for this reason
that the question of citizen participation is so iJiq)ortant. We rill
define citizen participation then as the involvement of "lay” citizens
in taking an active and interested part in assuming responsibility
for their oim welfare*^ In the planning pmoeess there should be
ICampbell Q. Murphsr, Community Organization Practice{New York,
195U), p. 1*08*
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representation from all levels in the comimmlty* Shere shoold be
representation from the "grass-roots" residents^ social agencies and
instltations, civic groups, certain racial aid ethnic groups, interest
groups, etc.
In responding to the question concerning the Health and Welfare
Council's philosophy regarding citizen participation in social plan¬
ning the officials revealed thati The agency solidly believes in
citizen participation and is committed to lt| to get the fullest de¬
gree of citizen involvement as is possible is the aim of the Health
and Welfare Council of the Philaddphia District. It iras further
stated by this iSfficial that this basic philosophy hasn't changed
over the last ten years but that knowledge and skill in this area
has been sharpened; planning for a community is the responsibility
of all interested citizens. The Council sees Itself as a prime instru¬
ment in bringing together community groups to help in that planning;
the council firmly believes in the idea that citizen participation
is not only essential but that sound social planning cannot become
a reality without the involvement of citizens.
CHAPTER IV
ROLE OF AREA STAFF
This diapter iilll atten^t to describe 'Uie role of area staff
of the role of decentralized offices or area and/or neighborhood
councils as they are sometimes called. Since the Philadelphia Dls>
trlct Health and Welfare Council Is a decentralized body, having
six area offices uhlch serve the needs of a particular geographical
area. It is important that an analysis be made of the role of the
staff serving In these area offices.
Structure
Area councils of the EtiUadelphla District are made up of local
residents, representatives of civic, fraternal, religious, educational,
business, labor and professional Interest in the local area, and
representatives of health and irelfare organizations serving the area.
The Area councils concern -tiiemselves with a vide variety of projects
and problems vhidi are defined and selected by representatives of the
area. The solution of the defined problems and the norlc on the se-^
looted projects are designed to iiiQ)rove the living conditions In the
area. Area councils have spearheaded action on such probloas as de¬
linquency, lack of recreational facilities, unsanitary conditlcms,
zoning and code infractions, bad housing and many other problems.
They provide a means throu^ idiidi nei^ors can work together to
solve local problems and through their association ivlth each other,




The area councils of the Philadelphia District foUoir basically
the same patterns as area or neighborhood councils in other big
cities. Historically, area or neighborhood councils have been oper¬
ating for a number of years. Started in 1919 in Berkeley, California,
to combat Juvenile delinquency, area councils soon found themselves
involved tilth the problems of recreation, education, housing, )iealth,
latr enforcement, and diUd guidance as irell*^ Today they are teams
trorking to improve their nei^orhoods and to voice the neighbors*
views in the affairs of the at large. Their achievements range
frcmi bett^ street lighting, more playgrounds and controlling rats
to health clinics and new housing projects for their areas.
Because of the spontaneous way they sprang up, district or area
councils have vasried patterns of organization and si:^port. Sraae are
in settlmnent houses (xr govenmental departments, which provide them
with staff. But in many cities they are staffed in idioDe or in part
by the Community Welfare Council or the Health and Welfare Council
as it is called in many areas. Throu^ this affiliation the larger
council finds its grass roots.
It required considerable experimenting on the part of councils
of social agencies axid later Community Welfare Councils or Health
and Welfare Councils before it became evident that district or area
councils represent a significant and in many Instances a necessary
form of organization through idiich their work might be made more
lElizabeth Ogg, op. cit., pp. 23-2U
effective.^ Centralized coordinating and planning bodies ivhldi
coordinate the activities of a large number of voluntary and tax-
supported health and welfare services, need district or area coun¬
cils to facilitate citizen participation in action to change social
conditions and to make available in neighborhoods azui areas the ser¬
vices of city-wide agencies*
The area council, as a coordinating inte]>-organlzational body
related functionally to the centralized body is a means through whldi
the various agencies in health, welfare, recreation and education,
and citizen organizations may work together within the larger context
of the city or metropolitan area as a whole. The cooperative effort
of citizen organizations and social agencies on problems in the neigh¬
borhood can be the beginning of work which may be extended to as broad
an area as the solution may require.^ The area council can help to
meet today's need for neighborhood organization, not only by virtue
of its own activities as an interorganlzational body, but also by
the activities it can stimulate in direct-service agencies and citizen
groups. Because of this the area council has a k^ place in neighbor¬
hoods today.
Official Views
Interviews with four District and tri-coun-ty officials raised
the question of the role of area staff in the Philadelphia District.
^Sidney Dillick, Communlly Organization for Neighborhood Develop¬
ment — Past and Present (New Yoric7 19^3)i P« 160.
One official held that the role of area staff eas that of an enabler
ufao maintains relationships irith agencies and groups in the cammunity.
He further held that area staff should be a diannel for central ra>
sources for the coundil and should be more knowledgable about health,
ivelfare and recreational problems -Uiat affect the area and resources
to meet them, than any other person in the community. In addition,
area staff should know and develop leadership in the area and function
A
in an administrative capacity such as committee i^nagement.
A second official stated that the role of area staff was area
organization and conmnanity organization. Area staff should get to
know the area and try to Involve in their program all of the indi¬
viduals and groups that they can interest in that program. Further^
more, area staff should help to develop leadership in the area and
help bring together all possible forces so as to work together through
common Interest in the development of the area. Finally, this official
asserts, area staff should relate the area to the district as a whole
and draw upon other resources of the council, such as the research
department and the consultants to effectively carry out the program
of the particular area.
Extending the Philadelphia District to the neighborhood to work
with the neighborhood in order to make it a better place in which
to live is another role of area staff. This official also believed
that area staff should be skilled in implementing programs for neighbor¬
hood improvement and should be honest with citizens in recognizing
limitations and assume responsibility in this regard.
The last official listed the role of area staff as being the
folloidng: To tie in the problems of the area to a citj-irlde basis;
a basic community organization generalist; to pry to be anare of prob¬
lems in the area, to try to provide information for agencies in the
area in regard to needs and resources; help community groups develop
effective citizen participation; try to stimulate the leadership of
the area to participate on a district and trl-coun'ty level; and finally
intergroup relations, a real effort to pull together leadership that
is truly representative of the various groups of the area.
Area Representation
The area offices of the Philadelphia District operate with an
executive committee or a board as it is called in some areas. The
function of this committee or board is advisory for the most part.
However, in some instances the executive committee takes specific
action on certain matters and also serves as a medium of education
in the area. The executive committee is guided in its operation by
the central organization, the Hiiladelphia District, Health and
Welfare Council, Inc. Some of the objectives of the committee are to
(1) promote the general welfare by studying community needs and re¬
sources, (2) develop cooperative planning of health, welfare and
recreati033al services and (3) promote social is^rovmaents.
Adxieving the above objectiLves is accon^llshed ibrough a joint
effort on the part of -tiie executive committee and staff of the area
office. In accomplishing these objectives it is necessary for the
executive committee to be representative of every facet of the commun¬
ity. Adequate representation is desirable and necessary if a thorough
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analysis of eonmtonity needs and recooroes is to be made.
In intervleirs with six area directors it usta noted that the
total number of citizens represented bn the executive committees
and boards totaled 171* Northern Area is currently operating mlth-
out an executive cixnmittee* The breakdonn is as foUowsi North Cen¬
tral 29, Northwest Southern UOy Northeast 2k, and West These
citizens represent business^ city government, civic and neighborhood
organizations, direct-service health, welfare and recreation agmicies,
both public and private, religious and educational Institutions, and
other interested citizens, some representing various racial, ethnic,
and interest groups.
Leadership Development
Leadership in an area may be sou^t out and developed in many
ways. One method of working with the leadership is through the execu-
'U.ve committee and/or board. The participating citizens on the coim-
mlttees and boards are usually some of the key leaders in the various
fields in the area. These leaders, however, for the most part are
the top leadership figures and do not altogether represent the "grass¬
roots" eluents of the area*
One of the primary functions and roles of area councils is to
seek out and develop leadership at the "grass-roots" level. One of
the best ways of carrying out this function is through the staffing
or giving continuous consultation to neig^orhood and/or resident
organizations. These organizations usually provide an excellent oppor¬
tunity to come in contact with and develop leadership at the "grass¬
roots" level*
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In interviews with area directors it was xu)ted that area staff
is actively involved in staffing or giving continuous consultation
to twenty-two neighborhood or resident groups. All area offices
except Northeast Area and Northern Area are active in staffing these
groups. However, even in these two areas some consultation is given
to groups when called in on specific problems. Even though Northern
Area is not staffing or giving continuous consultation to any resi¬
dent or neighborhood groups, staff is working hard to seek out and
coordinate the leadership within the various racial and ethnic groups
in the area.
Problems and Becommendations
In an effort to find out the kinds of problems that are dealt
with in the areas, the directors were asked to raidc certain problem
areas in terms of priorities in their particular area. (See interview
guide in appendix for listii^ of problem areas). Two of the directors
stated that there were no particular priorities in their areas, but
rather equal importance was attached to each problem area as thevprob-
lem arose.
Two of the four directors responding to the question stated that
the problems of recreation received top priority in their areas. The
other two directors indicated that housing and related residential
problems, such as population density, zoning and code enforcement,
traffic systems, blight, rehabilitation and conservation received
top priority in their areas. Recdiving second priority in two areas
were the problmns of recreation, health problems, including environ¬
mental health, physical and mental health, pre-natal care, venereal
diseases, health education, etc. in another area, and housing and
related residential problems in the other area. Receiving third
priority was economic problems. Including unemployment, school
drop-outs, etc. in one area, health problems, housing and related
residential problems, and special problems of the aged in other
areas.
Problems in the areas are usually dealt with through the area
committee as a whole or sub-committees. In interviews with area
directors a question was a^ed concerning the most active committees
or sub-ccHnmlttees of their area and the number and kinds of recom¬
mendations they had made. Three of the six areas listed health,
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recreation and housing as being the three most active committees
in their area. All directors listed recreation as being one of
their most active committees. Other active ccmmlttees includeds
schools committee, committee on aging, physical planning conmittee,
and children and youth committee.
These c<aamittees from time to time make recommendations to the
Philadelphia District or directly to other agencies, e.g., the health
coBDilttee of an area ml^t make its recommendations concerning health
problems directly to the City Department of Health rather than go
through the Philadelphia District. Area directors could not determine
the actual number of recommendations that their committees had made
to the Philadelphia District or to other agencies, but they did point
out some of the major recommendations made over the last three years.
Examples of 'Uie kinds of recommendations made in the areas aret
North Central Area — Health committee recommended and demonstrated
that there was a need for a pre-natal clinic in the area; Southern
Area^Housing committee reccanmended the establishnent of a program
to meet relocation problems for those persons dislocated by private
dislocation which had been stimulated by public redevelopment pro¬
grams; Northeast Area — Becreation committee reconmdnded that addi¬
tional schools be opened for community recreation programs under
the Joint sponsorship of the Board of Education and the Department
of Recreatlonx Nortjiem Area. The Northern Area Recreation Committee
made recommendations to the Department of Recreation advising thd
esqpenditure of 1962-1967 Capital Program funds where it had found
playground facilities to be most heeded. It also identified
school facilities which might be used for recreation purposes as
a stop-gap measure; Northwest Area - Committee bh Aging made a study
of the needs of olderrpeople in the area and made several reconmex^
dations in this regard. The Committee on Aging in cooperation with
the National Council of Jewish Women, established a volunteer mplay-
ment referral service for older people on a one-day per week basis
in the Council headijaarters; West Area - Overall Executive committee
reccanmended extending the boundaries of University City to the entire
West Philadelphia Corporation area and to restudy the Northern boun¬
daries of the Corporation to determine the feasibility of extending
it to Mantu Avenue. The West I%dladelphla Corporation is an agency
sponsored by Idle University of Pennsylvania with related educational
institutions of the area. Its purpose is to build and maintain a
vdiolesome community in the University arean. In addition the entire
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area iraa recommended for certification for a general neighborhood
reneir^ plan.
The foregoing are but a few examples of the kinds of recommen¬
dations made by area offices. In many instances these rectxnmenda-
tions are made to the Philadelphia District tdiere they are studied
and some action taken. This action may take the farm of approval
or disapproval of a particular recommendation. It may require
more research and study or it may require the involvement of the
District board with oliier agencies or activities in order to effect
-Uie implied changes.
In other instances Jrea offices make reconsnendatlons directly
to the agency or city department concerned. Eroblems regarding
health, recreation, zoning or code enforcement, education, etc., are
usually made directly to the appropriate city department by the
area office, unless the problem is of such magnitude that it requires
the attention of the Philadelphia District. Making direct recomr*
mendations from an area office not only facilitates action in many
instances, but it also helps to identify the area officd with the
particular area in which it is located. Besides the sense of
Identification by the community with the area office, it also gives
the community a sense of hccomplisimient ihen problems are solved
as a result of direct recommendations.
NeddlfbrnAdditional Staff
Even thou^ the area offices are utilizing available staff to
the maximum, there is a shortage of staff in each area office. With
the exception of West and North Central Areas, area offices only
have one full-time professional worker. This places a trmnendous
work load and responslblll't^ on a Halted ataff. E^en in West and
North Central Areas additional staff is needed. In this connection
area directors were asked the following questions "If you had one
additional fully trained, reasonably skillful community organization
staff person, how would you use him?" All of the area directors
stated that they would use such person in staffing community and/or
nel^borhood groups*
The answers to the abowe question were very significant in that
all directors saw a great need for staffing community or neighborhood
groups. In a paper presented at an area staff meeting in October,
1962, the value of citizen organizations as an instrument for achiev¬
ing neighborhood improvement was stressed. It was pointed out that
well organized citizen groups in local neighborhoods can be very
instrumental in making better use of existing resources such as
specialists in housing, health, education, etc. When action pro¬
grams to work on solutions of problems in these areas are developed
with help of trained staff
Such citizen organization allows the citizen to take his right¬
ful role as a participant in shaping his own environment. No neighboiv
hood, idiether composed of middle income residents or lower Income
residents of a deteriorating neighborhood, is free of problems needing
Ifiarry lH'iFrefman , "Staff Needed for Facilitating Citizen
Activity for Neighborhood Improvement" (ixnpublished paper presented
to the Hiiladelphia District Health and Welfare Council, October,
1962).
solution at the neighborhood level. Such problems range from minor
deficiencies In seirvlces and facilities to general dec«^ of the
neighborhood.^ The solution to these problems can be greatly facili¬




The iR'iter has pursued the purpose of examining the historical
trends in the development and functioning of the Philadelphia District
Health and Welfare Council* It was also the purpose of this study
to determine the extent to which the Philadelphia District's program,
over the years had moved in the direction of coordination of services
and/or the development of citizen participation*
The writer constilted various records, annual reports, and other
pertinent Uterature* Interviews were used with various area di¬
rectors and executive staff of the Philadelphia District. This study
was limited to the historical trends in the development and function^
ing of the Philadelphia District Health and Welfare Council* Ex¬
cluded from this study was an analysis of centralized functions also
other present functions whidi did not indicate developing trends*
As a result of examining the historical trends of the Phila¬
delphia District Health and Welfare Council, the following summaries
and ccmclusions w^e made:
1* The probl^s and needs in the areas of health, industry,
education, urban renewal, recreation, and social welfare confronted
by communities are of such tremendous nature that no single social
I
work agency can deal with them. This magnitude prompted social
agencies in this country to form centralized coordinating bodies in
an attmnpt to prevent duplication in the giving of relief. The
first of such coordinating bodies in the United States was formed
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in 1909 in MUtraukee and Pittsburg and *0167 nere called cosuminlty
irelfare councils*
2. Early credit for the coordination idea in social work has
been given to the Charily Organization Society Movement in London,
established in 1869* IRiile -the organization originally was primar-
ily concerned with avoiding duplication in giving relief, it also
set one of the patterns for the beginning of a method of social work
which is now referred to as Commixiity Organization.
3* Vhile belief in the importance of central community couhcils
as coordinating bodies is still adhered to, a great maiy efforts
have been made in the last two decades to utilize smaller coordinat¬
ing and planning units to decentralize the planning activities.
These smaller units, sometimes referred to as neighborhood or area
councils have been located in geographical areas of the city with
programs geared to the particular needs of that geographical area*
U* The establishment of the East Columbia Area in 19l^ as an
area of a special attention marked the beginning of the idea of
neighborhood or area councils in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The
idea gained fast acceptance and support ft‘om the Council of Social
Agencies of the city, thus enabling the Council to consider the
possibility of establishing other areas of special attention.
5* The Philadelphia CoxmdLl of Social Ag^cies originally
consisted entirely of mmnber agencies of the Velfare Federation*
Over the years, however, it became apparent that to lanily
effective, planning efforts must include tax-supported as well as
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private agencies.
6. In 19k7t Philadelphia, Montgomery, and Delaware counties
formed a tri-county complex which was called the Health and Welfare
Council, Inc. This merger came as a result of a variety of common
interests and the inescapable fact that major health and welfare
programs were not limited to ai^r one coun-ty, but rather the entire
metropolitan area shared intn’est in -this regard. Each cotmty is
a separate district. The Philadelphia District, liowever, is the
only one which has decentralized area offices. Shortly after the
tri-county complex was formed the Philadelphia District began to
emphasize local planning in an effort to place the Health and Welfare
Council in line with existing trends. The idea of locsQ. planning
took on increased significance to the Council during the first ten
years of its existence as part of the tri-county complex. The
succdss of the two area offices established under the old Council
of Social Agencies prompted the Council to establish four other
offices.
7. In an effort to make the Council a more effective instru¬
ment for health and welfare planning, a special committee was
formeddin 1959 to make recommendations for change in structure to
fit the change in needs. Following careful study the Committee
recommended a new structure which permitted the Council to operate
more efficiently, attack community problems promptly, and brou^t
the Council the additional lay leadership necessary to solve differ¬
ent social and health problems.
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8* Interviews ‘iMith District and tri-county officials revealed
that the major social problems in Philadelphia Includeds Lack of
r^spurces to meet the needs of the people; immigration of culturally
deprived and "culturally disadvanted" Negroes and Ihites from the
South; the gap between what we know and idiat we do; and the massive
flight of "desirable" families to the suburbs^ etc. These problems
were caused by automation, unemployment, migration, cultural clashes,
the changing character of the population, and the problem of school
dro;>-outs.
9* The major functions of the Philadelphia District Health and
Welfare Council are: The orderly coordination of health, welfare, and
recreation services in Philadelphia county; the development and in¬
volvement of leadership; the bringing together of individual citizens,
governmental and voluntary agencies and other organizations to plan
togelher for ways of improving the lives of the people in the commun¬
ity. The functions of the Council have changed over the last tmn
years in order to meet the demands of changing needs. The district
changed from the division structure to assuming more responsibility
for the entire district and county; more citizens in the district
now have responsibility fcr planning and implementing social welfare
programs; and the Council has ihcreased its efforts to work together
with groups and agencies in one field or on one particular problem.
10* Changes in program emphasis content indtided: More emphasis
on research and the multi-agency approach to problems; more responsi¬
bility for health, welfare, and recreation in the general social
planning Job and the emphasis on more comprehensive programs.
In each of -these program areas the planning should aim at compre¬
hensive programming.
11* The Council* s philosophy regarding citizen participation
in social planning is that citizen participation is not only ess^»
tial but that sound social planning cannot become a reality irithout
the involvement of citizens. The basic philosojdiy of the Council
concerning citizen participation has not changed basically over t^e
last ten years^ but knowledge and skill in this area has be«i sharpen¬
ed.
12. Area councils of the Philadelphia District are con^rised
of local residents, representatives of civic, fraternal, religious,
educational, business, labor, and professional interest in the local
area, and representatives of health and irelfare Organizations serv¬
ing the area. Area councils concezn themselves idth many problems
Khlch confront their individual geographical areas. The area coun¬
cils 6£ Philadelphia have followed basically the same patterns as
area councils in other big cities.
13. District and tri-county officials saw many roles of area
staff, such roles as enabler, resource person, administrator,
community organization specialist, developing of leaderships^ and
as a person who could bring together all possibld forces so as to
woxic together in the common interest of the area.
lU* Area councils function throu^ executive committees or
boards. These structures serve in advisory and educational capaci¬
ties for the most part, but take specific action in come instances •
Through the executive committee and/or boards area representation
is achieved.
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15* Committees and sa1>>coinmittees of the areas make various
recommendations to the Philadelphia District or directly to the
agencjr or activity concerned. Making direct reccmimendations from
an area office not only facilitated action in many instancesji bat
it also helped to identify the area offiQd with the particular com-
mtinity in which it was located. Besides the sense of identification
by the community with the area office^ the making of direct recom¬
mendations also gave the community a sense of accfflnplishment when
problems were solved as a result.of such recommendations.
Finally, the writer felt that the Philadelphia District health
and Welfare Council has been moving in the direction of the kind
of social planning that is indicative of most Councils in other
big cities. The tronendous efforts on the part of area staff to
se^ out and develop leadership in the areaj to evaluate, assess,
and plan in light of community needs and resoiurces| and to relate
the area to the overall Philadelphia district, and the tri-county
area seemed to be of tremendous importance. This study idiich pre¬
sented an overall picture of the development and functioning of






District Director and other top officials
1. miat are the major functions of the Health and Welfare Council
in the Philadelphia District?
2. How have the functions changed over the last ten years?
3» What particular changes in program emphasis can you cite?
2
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U. flhat are the major social problems in Philadelphia in 1962?
5. What TToald you say they irere in 1952?
6. If necessary staff irere available, tdiat tm problems irould
you attack that the Council is not currently focusing its
attention on?
7* Hoir have the needs changed over the last ten years?
8* Hhat do you see as the role of area staff?
What is the agencgr's philosophy conceniing citizen participation





1* Classify each of your executive ccmmittee menibdrs by occupation
and by the type of group he represents.
Is your area staff actiyely involved in staffing or giving
contlidious consultation to any neighborhood or resident
organization?
a. How many?
b. How much time is allotted to each organization?
2
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3* Over the last five years how would you rank the following
problem areas in terms of priorities in yo\}jr area?
a. Economic problems. Including (unemployaent, school drop-outs,
level of subsistence in
public assistance, etc*)
b. Housing and related residential parablems, sudi as (popu¬
lation density, zoning and code enforcement, traffic
systems, blight, rehabilitation and conseirvation)
c. Health probl^s, including (environmental health,
physical and mental health, pre-nateG. care, venereal
diseases, health education, etc*)
d* Problems of Recreation
e* Special problems of the aged
f* Special problems of children
U* What have been the three most active committees of the area
office?
5* How many recom^dations have these ccmimittees made to the
District Health and Welfare Council or other agencies?
a* Which committees made the recommendations?
b* What did they recommend?
6. How many recommendations has the overall executive committee
made over the last three years?
7* Vhat were these recommendations?
a* Were they passed on to the Philadelphia District Board?
b. Were they approved by the Philadelphia District Board?
c. Were the implied changes effected?
8. If you had one additional fully trained, reasonable skiUfol
community organization staff person how would you use him?
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